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T2K Experiment 

• High intensity νμ beam from  
J-PARC (Tokai) to  
Super-Kamiokande (Kamioka) 

• Neutrinos measured by near detectors (INGRID, ND280) and a far 
detector (Super-K) 

• Precise measurement of νe appearance and νμ disappearance 

• Currently running in anti-neutrino mode
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Abstract

The T2K experiment is a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment. Its main goal is to measure the last unknown lepton
sector mixing angle θ13 by observing νe appearance in a νµ beam. It also aims to make a precision measurement of the known
oscillation parameters, ∆m2

23 and sin2 2θ23, via νµ disappearance studies. Other goals of the experiment include various neutrino
cross section measurements and sterile neutrino searches. The experiment uses an intense proton beam generated by the J-PARC
accelerator in Tokai, Japan, and is composed of a neutrino beamline, a near detector complex (ND280), and a far detector (Super-
Kamiokande) located 295 km away from J-PARC. This paper provides a comprehensive review of the instrumentation aspect of the
T2K experiment and a summary of the vital information for each subsystem.
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1. Introduction

The T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) experiment [1] is a long base-
line neutrino oscillation experiment designed to probe the mix-
ing of the muon neutrino with other species and shed light on
the neutrino mass scale. It is the first long baseline neutrino os-
cillation experiment proposed and approved to look explicitly
for the electron neutrino appearance from the muon neutrino,
thereby measuring θ13, the last unknown mixing angle in the
lepton sector.

T2K’s physics goals include the measurement of the neutrino
oscillation parameters with precision of δ(∆m2

23) ∼ 10−4eV2

and δ(sin2 2θ23) ∼ 0.01 via νµ disappearance studies, and
achieving a factor of about 20 better sensitivity compared
to the current best limit on θ13 from the CHOOZ experi-
ment [2] through the search for νµ→νe appearance (sin2 2θµe ≃
1
2 sin2 2θ13 > 0.004 at 90% CL for CP violating phase δ = 0). In
addition to neutrino oscillation studies, the T2K neutrino beam
(with Eν ∼ 1 GeV) will enable a rich fixed-target physics pro-
gram of neutrino interaction studies at energies covering the
transition between the resonance production and deep inelastic
scattering regimes.

T2K uses Super-Kamiokande [3] as the far detector to mea-
sure neutrino rates at a distance of 295 km from the accelerator,
and near detectors to sample the beam just after production.
The experiment includes a neutrino beamline and a near de-
tector complex at 280 m (ND280), both of which were newly
constructed. Super-Kamiokande was upgraded and restored to
40% photocathode coverage (the same as the original Super-
Kamiokande detector) with new photomultiplier tubes in 2005–
06, following the accident of 2001. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
layout of the T2K experiment as a whole.

T2K adopts the off-axis method [4] to generate the narrow-
band neutrino beam using the new MW-class proton syn-
chrotron at J-PARC4. In this method the neutrino beam is pur-

4Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex jointly constructed and oper-
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Figure 1: A schematic of a neutrino’s journey from the neu-
trino beamline at J-PARC, through the near detectors (green
dot) which are used to determine the properties of the neutrino
beam, and then 295 km underneath the main island of Japan to
Super-Kamiokande.

posely directed at an angle with respect to the baseline connect-
ing the proton target and the far detector, Super-Kamiokande.
The off-axis angle is set at 2.5◦ so that the narrow-band muon-
neutrino beam generated toward the far detector has a peak
energy at ∼0.6 GeV, which maximizes the effect of the neu-
trino oscillation at 295 km and minimizes the background to
electron-neutrino appearance detection. The angle can be re-
duced to 2.0◦, allowing variation of the peak neutrino energy, if
necessary.

The near detector site at ∼280 m from the production tar-
get houses on-axis and off-axis detectors. The on-axis detec-
tor (INGRID), composed of an array of iron/scintillator sand-
wiches, measures the neutrino beam direction and profile. The
off-axis detector, immersed in a magnetic field, measures the
muon neutrino flux and energy spectrum, and intrinsic electron
neutrino contamination in the beam in the direction of the far
detector, along with measuring rates for exclusive neutrino re-
actions. These measurements are essential in order to charac-
terize signals and backgrounds that are observed in the Super-
Kamiokande far detector.

ated by KEK and JAEA.
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T2K Data

• Maximum stable beam power recorded ~275kW recently 

• Beam delivery 

- 8.7 x 1020 protons on target so far (~10% of approved P.O.T) 

- 6.9 x 1020 protons on target in ν-mode 

- 1.8 x 1020 protons on target in ν-mode
3



ND280 Off-axis Detector

• Located at 2.5 degrees off-axis 

• Off-axis gives ‘narrow band’ beam peak at 1st oscillation maximum, E~600MeV 

- Higher statistics of oscillated neutrinos 

- Reduced contamination from non-oscillated high energy neutrinos
4
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• The largest systematic 
uncertainty in T2K oscillation 
analysis comes from neutrino 
cross section error  

• 𝛿cp is searched through νe 
appearance channel 

- Better cross section 
measurements on C & H2O are 
needed 

- Measurements only on C in 
ND280 were used in 2013 T2K 
oscillation analysis

5

Motivation for CCνe & NCπ0 analyses in ND280 

Near DetectorSuper-Kamiokande

H2O Target

C, H2O Target

Error source [%] ⌫µ sample ⌫e sample

Beam flux and near detector 2.74 3.15

(w/o ND280 constraint) (21.75) (26.04)

Uncorrelated ⌫ interaction 5.00 4.69

Far detector 4.03 2.72

FSI+SI+PN 2.98 2.44

Total 7.65 6.75

1

<The uncertainty on the predicted number of νe/νμ events>
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Inclusive νe Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon 



• Select e- track starting in 
FGD 

• Use TPC & ECal PID to 
reject muons  

• Main background comes 
from photon conversions 

- Constrain gamma 
background (from π0) with  
e+e- sample

7

Inclusive νe Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon 

K.Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 113, 241803 (2014)

4

ND280—Full details of the event selections can be found212

in Ref. [27], where the only di↵erence is that in this213

analysis only interactions in FGD1 are selected, rather214

than FGD1 and FGD2. This is so that interactions on215

water in FGD2 are not included.216

Electron neutrino interactions are selected by consid-217

ering the highest momentum negative track starting in-218

side the fiducial volume of FGD1. To reduce the large219

background from ⌫µ charged current interactions, par-220

ticle identification criteria are applied utilizing dE/dx221

information from the TPCs and shape and energy depo-222

sition in the ECals. This removes 99.9% of µ� tracks,223

and although a clean sample of e� is selected, 62.4% of224

events are from photons which pair-produce in FGD1,225

mimicking the ⌫e signal. This � background is reduced226

by searching for a positron and applying an invariant227

mass cut, and vetoing on activity in the P0D and ECals228

upstream of FGD1. After this procedure 315 CC ⌫e inter-229

action candidates are selected, with an expected purity230

of 65.0%. The reconstructed momentum, angular, and231

Q

2 distributions are shown in Fig. 1. Q2 is reconstructed232

assuming CCQE kinematics, with a binding energy of233

25 MeV.234

The background from � ! e

+
e

� conversions in the ⌫e235

sample is 23.8%, and a control sample is used to constrain236

it. This sample is referred to as the � sample, and is237

selected by finding electron-positron pairs that enter the238

TPC and that have a low invariant mass. The data shows239

a significant deficit at low momentum in both the ⌫e and240

� samples.241

Unfolding method—The Bayesian technique by
d’Agostini [28] is used to unfold from the measured
reconstructed distribution to the underlying true
distribution. For each observable, the nt (nr) true
(reconstructed) bins are denoted by tk (rj). Bayes’
theorem is used to generate the unsmearing matrix

P (tk|rj) =
P (rj |tk)P (tk)

ntP
↵=1

P (rj |t↵)P (t↵)
, (1)

where P (rj |tk) is the smearing matrix and P (tk) is the
Monte Carlo (MC) prior probability of finding a signal
event in true bin tk. Given a dataset N

meas
rj , the esti-

mated number of events in each true bin is given by

Ntk =
1

✏tk

nrX

j=1

P (tk|rj)(Nmeas
rj �Brj ), (2)

where Brj is the number of background events that were242

selected and ✏tk is the e�ciency of detecting a signal event243

in bin tk. The unfolding is performed separately for each244

variable. For defining the true bin of each interaction,245

the true momentum of the electron, true angle of the246

electron, and true Q

2 of the interaction from the gener-247

ator are used for pe, cos(✓e) and Q

2, respectively.248
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed pe (top), cos(✓e) (middle) and Q2

(bottom) distributions of events entering the ⌫e selection. The
NEUT Monte Carlo prediction is separated into the ⌫e CC
interaction signal, background from � ! e+e� conversions,
background from µ� tracks and all other backgrounds.

The Bayesian unfolding technique was also used in249

Ref. [6] for measuring the ⌫µ CC inclusive cross-section250

with ND280. The main di↵erence in the unfolding251

method for this analysis is that the MC background pre-252

diction, Brj , is constrained using the � sample. Specif-253

ically, the background from neutrino interactions occur-254

ring outside of the fiducial volume (out-of-fiducial events)255

is re-weighted based on the � sample data. This choice256

is made as the systematic uncertainties relating to in-257

fiducial events have been well-studied, 30.2% of the out-258

of-fiducial events are on heavy targets (iron and lead)259

and 66.4% are from modes on which there are large260

uncertainties in the modeling (deep inelastic scattering261

and neutral current interactions). The MC prediction262

of events in the fiducial volume is subtracted from the �263

sample data, and the data/MC ratio of the out-of-fiducial264

events is then computed in (pe, cos(✓e)) bins. The out-of-265

fiducial component of the ⌫e sample is re-weighted based266



• Use Bayesian unfolding 

- Large smearing in momentum due to 
Bremsstrahlung 

• Results with both full phase space 
and restricted phase space are 
presented 

- Reduces model dependence

8K.Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 113, 241803 (2014)

Inclusive νe Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon 
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Inclusive νe Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon 

• Largest uncertainties are: 

- Flux (13.6%) 

- Statistics (8.6%) 

- Detector (8.4%) 

• Total flux averaged cross-section: 

- ⟨σ⟩φ = 1.11 ± 0.09 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) x  
 
10-38 cm2/nucleon 

• First measurement of inclusive νe  cross 
section at the GeV scale 

- Only Gargamelle experiment measured the total 
νe CC inclusive cross-section (1978) 

- Possible because of excellent detector with 
magnetic field 

- Published in  
Phys. Rev. Lett 113, 241803 (2014)K.Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 113, 241803 (2014)
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Charged Current νe Interaction Rate on Water



• With water-in and water-out 
configurations, P0D is capable 
of on-water measurement 

• The largest background to the 
νe  appearance at Super-K is 
the intrinsic νe beam 
contamination 

- Eν > 1.5GeV is the region 
where the νe contamination is 
predominantly from K decay 

• Use width based P0D PID to 
remove muon and neutral pion 
backgrounds

11

Charged Current νe Interaction Rate on Water

Total νe Flux at ND280 by Parent Type
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• Data/MC ratio of on-water is 
measured to be: 

- Ron-water  
= 0.87 ± 0.33 (stat.) ± 0.21 (syst.) 

• Largest uncertainties are: 

- Statistics (0.33) 

- Detector - Energy Scale (0.10) 

- Reconstruction - Track PID  (0.09) 

• First rate measurement of CCνe 
interaction on water 

• A paper will soon be submitted to 
Phys. Rev. D.
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Charged Current νe Interaction Rate on Water
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Neutral Current π0 Production Rate on Water



• NC1π0 constitutes the 
second largest background 
to the data at Super-K  

• Select two reconstructed 
EM-like objects that are 
assumed to be the 
resulting photons of a π0 

decay 

• Shower separation cut 
introduced to get the 
cleanest reconstruction 
result

14

Neutral Current π0 Production Rate on Water



• Data/MC ratio of on-water is 
measured to be: 

- Ron-water  
= 0.677 ± 0.261 (stat.) ± 0.462 (syst.) 

• Largest uncertainties are 

- Statistics (~26%) 

- Reconstruction - Shower Separation 
(~11%) 

- Detector - Energy scale (~6%) 

• First rate measurement of NCπ0 

production on water 

• A paper will soon be submitted to 
Phys. Rev. Lett.
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Neutral Current π0 Production Rate on Water

T2K Preliminary

T2K Preliminary

Water-in

Water-out



Summary

• Detailed understanding of the neutrino interactions is required for the future νe 
appearance precision measurements 

• T2K Off-axis near detector allowed many exciting measurements recently 

- Inclusive νe Charged Current cross section on carbon 

- ⟨σ⟩φ = 1.11 ± 0.09 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) x 10
-38

 cm
2
/nucleon 

- Charged current νe interaction rate measurement on water 

- Ron-water = 0.87 ± 0.33 (stat.) ± 0.21 (syst.) 

- Neutral current π
0
 production rate measurement on water 

- Ron-water = 0.677 ± 0.261 (stat.) ± 0.462 (syst.) 

- More measurements are coming soon! 

- Near future: Anti-neutrino analysis on-going 

• More T2K talks are up next, on T2K oscillation analysis (T. Kikawa) and  
CCνμ analyses in ND280 (S. Short)

16
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Thank you
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Backup



Even more details on Detectors & Setup[1] 

 
1.  J-PARC  » 30 GeV proton to ν beam line 

       » Focusing π+ with Magnetic Horns 
 
2.   INGRID » Measures ν beam profile and rate  

       » Monitors directly the ν beam direction and intensity by means of ν    
                                                                                                               
                     interaction in iron 
                    » Surrounded by veto scintillator planes to reject interaction o
utside each                    16 module 

  
3.  ND280 Off-Axis Detector: » Measures the flux, E spectrum, νe contamination, a

nd            rates for various ν cross sections 
                        » Requirements: a. Must provide info to determine 

νμ flux                                            at SK 
                    b. Must measure νe content of the beam   
                                 c. Must measure νμ interaction  
        ! predict backgrounds to νe appearance    
          search at SK (NC1π) 

                   19

T2K Setup
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T2K Setup
4.  Super-Kamiokande: Water Cherenkov detector 
»50 kton water, ~11,000 PMT for Inner detector and ~2,000 for Outer det
ector 
» Inner detector: 40% photo-cathode coverage 
» Outer detector: Active veto of cosmic ray μ and other backgrounds 
» Ring detection 
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J-PARC
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ND280 Off-axis detector Elements
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ND280 Off-axis Detector

»  ND280 is composed of: 
 
I.  PØD » Measures neutral current process  
               (νx+N! νx+N+π0+X) on H2O target   
               (Primary goal) 
 
II. TPC » Precise kinematic reconstruction  
                 of tracks with 0.2 T magnetic field 
              » Particle ID  
 
III. FGD  » Provide target mass for ν interaction 

  » Tracking of charged particle  
                    coming from interaction vertex 
 
 
IV. Ecal » Pb/scintillator tracking calorimeter for γ reconstruction and e/μ/π identifi
cation 
 
V. SMRD  » Records μ escaping with scintillator planes   
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P0D Detector

Upstream ECal

Upstream Water Target

Central Water Target

Central ECal

Legend

Lead

Light-tight Cover
Brass
Water

Scintillator
Wavelength-shifting Fiber

Figure 4: A schematic of the four PØD Super-PØDules as installed in the detector. Beam
direction: left to right.

5
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Flux and Uncertainties

Far detector  
(Super-K) flux

Near detector  
 (off-axis) flux
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pe (MeV/c) Data stat. MC stat. Detector Flux + x-sec OOFV Total
0–200 16.5 7.4 12.6 19.2 2.0 29.3
200–550 20.8 6.2 14.7 15.6 2.6 30.6
550–750 14.5 5.0 9.4 15.0 1.4 23.5
750–1000 11.5 4.1 8.8 14.1 1.0 20.7
1000–1300 10.5 3.8 8.5 13.9 0.8 19.8
1300–1650 10.1 3.7 8.2 14.0 0.5 19.5
1650–2150 9.9 3.5 8.0 14.5 0.3 19.6
> 2150 11.7 3.5 9.2 14.0 0.2 20.7
Total 10.7 3.1 9.5 13.6 1.2 20.0

Table 6: Fractional error (in %) when unfolding through pe with the BANFF post-fit fake dataset.

cos(✓e) Data stat. MC stat. Detector Flux + x-sec OOFV Total
< 0.50 23.5 7.3 9.5 15.1 4.8 30.8
0.50–0.72 33.2 8.7 10.3 17.1 7.0 40.3
0.72–0.82 26.1 6.8 8.7 13.8 3.7 31.8
0.82–0.88 24.3 6.3 8.7 16.5 1.7 31.3
0.88–0.92 23.2 6.3 9.9 15.9 0.1 30.4
0.92–0.96 17.1 4.4 9.0 13.3 0.3 23.8
0.96–1.00 13.9 3.8 9.7 14.7 1.0 22.8
Total 12.1 3.4 8.6 12.9 2.1 20.1

Table 7: Fractional error (in %) when unfolding through cos(✓e) with the BANFF post-fit fake dataset.

Q2 (GeV2/c4) Data stat. MC stat. Detector Flux + x-sec OOFV Total
0.00–0.03 22.4 7.9 16.6 21.7 0.3 36.2
0.03–0.06 16.2 6.6 12.9 16.7 0.9 27.4
0.06–0.10 13.2 5.2 10.8 15.6 0.9 23.7
0.10–0.16 11.4 4.6 9.2 14.5 0.9 21.1
0.16–0.24 9.7 4.4 7.8 14.5 0.7 19.6
0.24–0.36 9.0 3.8 7.8 14.2 0.6 18.9
0.36–0.58 8.8 3.3 7.8 13.7 0.5 18.4
0.58–1.00 9.5 3.4 7.4 13.4 0.4 18.3
> 1.00 12.4 4.0 9.2 15.6 0.8 22.3
Total 8.6 2.6 8.4 13.6 0.5 18.4

Table 8: Fractional error (in %) when unfolding through Q2 with the BANFF post-fit fake dataset.
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Inclusive νe Charged Current Cross Section on Carbon: Systematics 
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Charged Current νe Interaction Rate on Water: Width PID
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FIG. 1. Distribution of events which pass all the selection
criteria with the exception of the track median width cut, for
water (top) and air configuration (bottom). The vertical line
shows the cut value used (1 mm).

TABLE I. The selected number of MC signal events, MC
background events, and the total number of selected MC
events normalized to data POT for water and air configu-
ration are listed together with the selected data events. In
addition, the water configuration MC events are split up in
on-water and not-water events. The error bars correspond to
the statistical uncertainty due to the limited MC statistics.

MC Signal MC Background MC Total Data
Water 196.1± 4.8 56.7± 2.7 252.8± 5.5 230

On-Water 60.2± 2.6 14.5± 1.3 74.7± 2.9
Not-Water 135.9± 4.0 42.2± 2.3 178.2± 4.6

Air 173.6± 4.6 97.4± 3.6 271.0± 5.8 257

lator, lead, or brass. All events in the air configuration201

MC are not-water events as the water targets are drained.202

To check that the simulation and reconstruction algo-203

rithm are valid, we compare the true and reconstructed204

neutrino energy, and the event break-down by parent par-205

ticle type. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the206

true and reconstructed neutrino energy for the PØD wa-207
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FIG. 2. Distribution of events which pass all the selection
criteria with the exception of the shower median width cut,
for water (top) and air configuration (bottom). The verti-
cal line shows the applied cuts which are optimized for each
configuration.

ter, and air configurations. The simulated signal events208

passing all selection criteria, except of the neutrino en-209

ergy cut, clearly have a well reconstructed neutrino en-210

ergy.211

The simulated event distributions broken down by par-212

ent particle, as a function of the reconstructed neutrino213

energy, are shown in Fig. 4. The event distributions for214

water and air configuration are shown separately, and215

clearly indicate that most of the selected electron events216

are from neutrinos produced in kaon decays.217

C. E�ciency and purity218

The e�ciency ✏ and purity p of the simulated electron-219

neutrino signal events, for water and air configurations,220

are summarized in Table II. Events of the PØD water221

configuration are split into events happening on water222

(on-water) and events on scintillator, brass, and lead223

(not-water). As shown in Table II, the reconstruction ef-224
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Charged Current νe Interaction Rate on Water: Systematics

8.5 Systematics Summary934

All systematic uncertainties on the CC⌫e data/MC ratios for water (R
water

), air (R
air

), and935

on-water (R
on-water

) that were estimated in the previous sections are summarized in Table 42936

for the simple background subtraction described in Section 7.1 and in Table 43 for the937

simple background subtraction described in Section 7.2. In addition, the tables show the938

total systematic uncertainty.939

Table 42: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the CC⌫e data/MC ratios for water
(R

water

), air (R
air

), and on-water (R
on-water

) when using the simple background subtraction
described in Section 7.1.

Systematic Uncertainty for CC⌫e Data/MC Ratio R

water

R

air

R

on-water

MC Statistics 0.03 0.04 0.12
Bias Analysis Method 0.00 0.00 0.02

PØD Mass 0.01 0.01 0.01
PØD Fiducial Volume < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

PØD Alignment < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

Energy Scale 0.05 0.05 0.10

Hit Matching < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

Track PID 0.05 0.05 0.09
Energy Resolution < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01
Angular Resolution < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01
Track Median Width < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

Shower Median Width 0.04 0.04 0.08
Shower Charge Fraction 0.01 0.04 0.04

Flux and Cross Sections Pre-Fit 0.22 0.26 0.17
Flux and Cross Sections Post-Fit 0.07 0.09 0.06

Total with Pre-Fit 0.24 0.28 0.27
Total with Post-Fit 0.11 0.13 0.21

100
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1

(a) Sample X-Z projection

1

(b) Sample Y-Z projection

Figure 12: In Subfigure 12a, the two dimensional projections of the 3D showers overlap.
The hit distances calculated in that projection will be at most the size of one or two bars.
However, the showers are completely separated in 3D, which is apparent in the Y-Z projection
shown in Subfigure 12b.
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(a) Water-in configuration.
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(b) Water-out configuration

Figure 13: The N-1 plots of the shower separation cut, area normalized to emphasize any
shape di↵erences. The cut value is set at 90 mm for the P;D water-in configuration and 140
mm for the P;D water-out configuration.
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(b) Water-out configuration

Figure 13: The N-1 plots of the shower separation cut, area normalized to emphasize any
shape di↵erences. The cut value is set at 90 mm for the P;D water-in configuration and 140
mm for the P;D water-out configuration.
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Table 54: Summary of Systematic errors. There are two values listed for the Flux and Event
Generator errors. The first are the pre-BANFF fit systematic errors, the latter are the post-
BANFF fit systematic errors. The penultimate line is the sum in quadrature of all previous
systematics. The g factor systematic is listed separately as it will be handled separately in
the analysis.

Parameter Uncertainty
Water Air

Geometry Di↵erences 2.8% 2.8%
PE Peak Discrepancy 0.6% 0.4%
Energy Scale 4.4% 0.6%
Detector Variations < 0.1% < 0.1%
P;D Response 1.8% 1.8%
Mass Uncertainty 0.5% 0.9%
Alignment < 0.1% < 0.1%
Fiducial Volume Scaling 1.5% 2.0%
Fiducial Volume Shift 1.1% 1.7%
Flux and Event Generator 2.9% (1.5%) 3.7% (1.9%)
Track PID E�ciency 5.4% 5.1%
Shower Separation 10.9% 13.5%
PID Weight 8.1% 3.4%
Charge In Shower 7.8% 3.0%
g Factor (statistical) 3.8% 4.2%

Total Systematic 18.2%(18.0%) 16.7%(16.4%)

g Factor (systematic) 16.4% 23.2%

Table 55: Summary of the constraints to be applied in the fit. The first column describes
the source of the constraint. The second column lists the parameter that the constraint is
used for. The last two columns list the constraints used for the P;D water-in and water-out
configurations.

Error Parameter Parameter Value

Water Air

Muon Decay Fake Rate NSideband
Sig /NSelected

Sig 1.6% 2.0%
Muon Decay E�ciency NSideband

Bkg /NSelected
Bkg 3.4% 5.2%
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